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About the UNEP FI Impact 
Analysis Tools

UNEP FI’s Holistic Impact Methodology
The Impact Analysis Tools are based on UNEP FI’s unique Holistic Impact Methodology. 
This methodology is itself derived from a unique theory of change on the role of main-
stream business and finance to close the SDG financing gap and the way in which this 
can be achieved.1

As per Figure 1 below, the UNEP FI Holistic Impact Analysis Methodology is a two-step 
process to understand and manage actual and potential positive and negative impacts 
across the spectrum of environmental, social and economic issues.

Step one consists in understanding the impact areas and topics (e.g. employment, 
climate, economic convergence) that are associated with the object of analysis (e.g. 
a portfolio, a corporate’s business activities, or a physical asset such as real estate). It 
also involves understanding the impact needs that exist in the location/s that the object 
of analysis finds itself in or interacts with, so as to contextualize its impact profile and 
determine its most significant impact areas. This is referred to as Impact Identification.

Step two consists in reviewing current practice and performance vis a vis the impact 
areas/topics identified in step one. Are the potential impacts identified in step one 
happening in reality? To what extent? How does current practice and performance relate 
to the impact needs, gaps and priorities in the geography/ies that the object of analysis 
finds itself in or interacts with? This is referred to as Impact Assessment.

The purpose of the Holistic Impact Analysis Methodology is to enable concrete action. 
Out of the insights generated by the analysis, users are empowered to define strategies, 
establish action plans and set meaningful financial and extra-financial targets.

1.  Identification 2.  Assessment

Identification of impact areas 
associated with the object of 
analysis, as well as impact 
needs in the location/s the 
object of analysis finds itself 
in or interacts with.

Assessment of 
current practice and 
performance vis-a-
vis most significant 
impact areas

Definition of strategies, 
establishment of 
action pans and 
setting of targets

Figure 1: UNEP FI Holistic Impact Methodology

1 Rethinking Impact to Finance the SDGs—UN Environment Programme Finance Initiative. Nov. 2018, (UNEP FI). 

unepfi.org/positive-impact/rethinking-impact/
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About the Impact Analysis Tools
The Impact Analysis Tools are iterative input-output workflows built in Excel.2 They 
requires users to input data to describe their business or portfolio (e.g. percentage of 
gross income per business line, percentage of drawn outstanding loans for a given 
sector and in a given country, etc.) and to reflect their current impact performance (e.g. 
quantitative data such GHG reductions, diversity of SMEs financed, number of persons 
from vulnerable populations serviced and qualitative data such as the existence of poli-
cies and processes to detect and deal with wage theft or domestic violence).

The Tools use the input data in combination with a set of in-built impact mappings to 
produce a number of outputs, in particular a set of impact profiles by business line, and 
to guide the user in identifying most significant impact areas and determining priorities, 
thus setting the basis for strategy development and target-setting.

As of 2022, UNEP FI’s Impact Analysis Tools are gradually transitioning to a ‘modu-
lar’ format, where main components of impact analysis are contained within distinct 
‘modules’ (see Figure 2 below).

Figure 2: Overview of the Impact Analysis Modules

About the Impact Analysis Tools for Banks
The Impact Analysis Tools for Banks were designed specifically to support signatories to 
the Principles for Responsible Banking (PRB) in achieving Principle 2:

‘We will continuously increase our positive impacts 
while reducing the negative impacts on, and 
managing the risks to, people and environment 
resulting from our activities, products and services. 
To this end, we will set and publish targets where we 
can have the most significant impacts.’

2 The Portfolio Tool is built in the Excel of Microsoft 365. Note that some functionalities may be affected if earlier 
versions of Excel are used.
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The Institutional Banking 
Assessment Module

Overview
The Institutional Banking Assessment Module enables you to measure and assess your 
portfolio’s current practice and impact performance, and to determine targets and action 
plans accordingly.

This Module will enable you to comply with the ‘assessment’ and ‘target-setting’ require-
ment for Principle 2 on Impact Analysis and Target-setting of the Principles for Respon-
sible Banking (PRB).

Note: the Module does not perform any impact measurement calculations; it is made only 
to collate the results of calculations made by applying (topic-specific) impact measure-
ment methodologies and to thereby enable users to perform a contextualised assessment 
of results and to set targets and action plans accordingly.

The workflow is divided into three main steps:

a. Setting your parameters (i.e., specifying the scope of your assessment)
b. Assessing your current performance, and setting targets and action plans vis a vis 

selected impact areas/topics
c. Reviewing your impact management dashboard (across all assessed impact 

areas/topics and geographies)

 ▶ Click here to watch a presentation of the Institutional Banking Assessment Module

https://youtu.be/I3NRLexLkxg
https://youtu.be/I3NRLexLkxg
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The Institutional Banking Assessment Module

Scope of the Institutional Banking Assessment Module
Figure 3 below lists the products and services understood to form part of Institutional Banking (sometimes also called commercial 
banking). Note that investments are the object of a seperate impact analysis tool.3

Business line Description Clients Products and services

Business 
Banking 
(sometimes 
also called retail 
banking)

Provision of products and 
services to local businesses 
and government. Local 
means from the country 
where the bank or bank 
subsidiary is incorporated.

Professionals,* 
SMEs, cooperatives, 
associations,* 
corporates

Generic:
Credit & overdraft | Current accounts | Savings accounts | Payment services | 
Specialised (purpose): | Leasing | Property lending | Other
Specialised (type of client): e.g. farmer financing

FIs Interbank loans | Letters of credit | Correspondent accounts

Municipalities, regions Loans | Other

Corporate 
Banking

Provision of products and 
services to larger clients and/
or clients beyond the bank’s 
country/ies of incorporation

Corporates, 
multinationals, SPVs

Generic:
Corporate credit & overdraft | Payment services (e.g. cash management) | 
Specialised (purpose): | Trade finance | Export credit | Asset finance (e.g. ships, 
aircraft, fleets, property, etc.) | Other
Specialised lending (type of client): Project finance

Sovereigns Specialised (purpose):
Trade finance | Export credit | Asset finance (e.g. ships, aircraft, fleets, property, 
etc.) | Other
Specialised (type of client): Project finance | Other

FIs Interbank loans | Other

Investment 
Banking

Provision of access to 
capital markets & raising of 
capital on capital markets 
and related services

Corporates, 
multinationals

Primary capital markets—debt (bond issuances) | Primary capital markets—
equity (IPOs) | Advisory services (e.g. M&A, ratings, project finance, etc.) | 
Other (e.g. Custodian banking

Sovereigns Primary capital markets—debt | Other

Figure 3: Institutional Banking Assessment Module

3 Investment Portfolio Impact Analysis Tool—United Nations Environment Finance Initiative. (2021). UNEP FI. 

https://www.unepfi.org/positive-impact/unep-fi-impact-analysis-tools/investment-portfolio-impact-analysis-tool/
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A. Setting your parameters

What is this about?
Use the ‘My Parameters’ worksheet to specify the scope of the analysis you will conduct 
in terms of:

 ◾ business line;
 ◾ impact areas and topics;
 ◾ geographies; 
 ◾ sectors.

All your choices will be reflected in the ensuing worksheets.

Also use the ‘My Parameters’ worksheet to specify whether you wish to import data from 
the Context Module and/or the Identification Module,4 should you previously have used 
these for your impact identification work.

 ▶ Click here to watch a demo of the ‘My Parameters’ worksheet

4 UNEP FI Portfolio Impact Analysis Tool for Banks, Context Module and Identification Modules

https://youtu.be/ImXbnD2WGqM
https://youtu.be/ImXbnD2WGqM
https://www.unepfi.org/impact/unep-fi-impact-analysis-tools/portfolio-tool/
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How do I do it?

1. Import data
If you previously used the Context Module and/or the Institutional Banking Identification 
Module for your impact identification work, you can save yourself time in the present 
Module by importing data from the said Modules.

Screenshot 1: Specifying whether you have data to import from other Modules

Copy the Data OUT worksheet of the Institutional Banking/Identification Module and/or 
the Context Module and paste it in the Data IN worksheets of this Module. Your business 
lines and sectors, and your needs and priorities data, will be automatically displayed in 
the relevant parts of this Module.

Screenshot 2: Data IN worksheets

Note that if you used the Institutional Banking Identification Module multiple times (to 
analyse multiple business lines) you will also need to fill the present module separately 
for each business line.

If you did not previously use the other Modules, you will need to manually indicate the 
business line/s you want to cover in the Assessment Module.

2. Business lines
Specify the business scope of your performance measurement and assessment, i.e. the 
business line that you intend to cover in this Module. You are also required to specify the 
size of the business line, in absolute terms and in relation to the rest of your business 
activities, so that the scope of your analysis can be properly put into perspective. It is 
recommended you use both gross income and balance sheet.

Screenshot 3: Specification of business lines
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Note that if you have imported data from the Identification Module (see above), this data 
is part of what will be carried forward, i.e. this section will have auto-filled and you do not 
need to do anything further; you can proceed to the next section.

Note that if you are inputting manually, you can type the name of your business line ‘as 
is’ in the first cell, but you then need to match it to the UNEP FI terminology in the second 
cell (please refer to Figure 3 above).

3. Impact areas/topics and geographies
Specify the impact areas/topics you will be covering in your performance measurement 
and assessment and the geographic scope, i.e. the geography/ies that you intend to 
assess for each impact area/topic. This should be based on the outcome of the identi-
fication phase of your impact analysis, when your most significant impact areas should 
have been determined, per geography.

Note that if you wish to measure and assess your performance for a given impact area/
topic in more than one geography you need to select the impact area/topic as many 
times as applicable. You can select ‘global’ as a geography; however, this should only be 
selected for corporate and investment portfolios, and if your bank is a large international 
bank with equally large and international clients.

Screenshot 4: Specification of impact areas/topics and geographies

The interlinkages with other impact areas and topics will automatically display under-
neath the selected impact areas/topics. What this reflects is the positive and/or negative 
impacts that may arise as a consequence of taking action on the selected impact area/
topic. For instance, taking action on data privacy can also produce positive impacts on 
health, bearing in mind that data privacy issues are strongly associated with issues of 
mental health, for instance among youth.
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Screenshot 5: Interlinkages

Should you wish to measure and assess your performance vis a vis an interlinked impact 
area/topic, you can do so by selecting additional impact areas/topics, as well as the 
corresponding geographies, in the table on the right-hand side.

Screenshot 6: Specification of additional impact areas/topics and geographies 
(interlinkages)

Please note that you can cover up to five impact areas in total, i.e. to cover just ‘most 
significant areas’ or to cover a ‘most significant impact area’ and some of its ‘interlinked 
impact areas’. The diagramme below illustrates different ways in which the Module can 
be used.
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Example impact 
areas/topics per 
Module—workbook 1

Example impact 
areas/topics per 
Module—workbook 2

Use-cases

Approach n.1—
One impact area/topic, 
multiple geographies

Impact area/topic: 
circularity
Geographies: Italy, 
Tunisia, Austria, Croatia

Impact area/topic: 
employment
Geographies: Italy, 
Tunisia, Austria, Croatia

Banks with operations 
in multiple countries

Approach n.2—
Several impact areas/
topics (‘most significant’ 
only), one geography

Impact area/topic: 
resource efficiency, 
waste, climate stability
Geographies: Germany

- Banks with operations 
concentrated mostly in 
one country

Approach n.3—
Several impact areas/
topics (‘most signif-
icant’ + ‘interlinked’), 
one geography

Impact area/topic: 
climate stability, natu-
ral disasters, economic 
convergence
Geographies: South 
Africa

Further combinations 
of impact areas/topics 
for the same country 
and/or same combi-
nation for additional 
countries

All types of banks 
wishing to explore 
interlinked impact 
areas/topics

Approach n.4— 
Several impact areas, 
several geographies

Impact area/topic: 
(access to) finance, 
healthy economies 
Geographies: Mexico, 
Guatemala

- Banks with operations 
in just a couple of 
countries and focusing 
on just few impact 
areas

Q. Where do the interlinkages come from / how does the Module find them?
A. The interlinked impact/areas are drawn from the Interlinkages Map, avail-

able on a dedicated worksheet in the Module.5 For each impact area/topic 
this map shows the positive and/or negative impacts (on other impact 
areas/topics) that may arise as a consequence of taking action on a given 
impact area/topic.

Q. Why should I assess and measure my performance for interlinked impact 
areas/topics?

A. Assessing your performance for the interlinked areas/topics will help you 
to avoid any negative impacts that could otherwise emerge as ‘unintended 
consequences’. For instance, divesting from certain clients to bring down 
GHG emissions, in the context of certain developing countries, may nega-
tively impact the health of the economy and/or economic convergence. 
Conversely, it will help you to keep track of additional positive impacts and 
potentially prioritise those actions that will produce positive impacts on 
multiple impact areas/topics.

Note for PRB signatories: there is no requirement as such to undertake perfor-
mance measurement and assessment for interlinked areas, however it is expected 
that signatories indicate how they are addressing any negative impacts from 
addressing their most significant impact areas/topics.

5 The Interlinkages Map is also available as a standalone resource. Interlinkages Map, UNEP FI, 2023.

https://www.unepfi.org/impact/impact-radar-mappings/impactmappings/
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4. Sector selection
Specify the sectors that you will be covering in your performance measurement and 
assessment.

If you have imported data from the Institutional Banking Identification Module, all the 
sectors in your portfolio that are associated with the selected impact areas will auto-
matically display, as well as the proportion of the portfolio they each account for. Use 
the ‘Validation’ column to confirm which sectors will be in scope for your assessment; 
validated sectors will automatically carry forward to the following worksheets.

Screenshot 7: Specification of sectors with imported data

If you have not used the Identification Module, you need to manually specify which 
sectors you intend to cover. You are also required to indicate your exposures per sector. 
For Business Banking and Corporate Banking this should preferably be based on drawn 
outstanding loans; other possible indicators are outstanding loans or exposure at 
default (EAD). For Investment Banking, preferred indicators are total bond amounts + 
total amounts raised divided by the number of Mandated Lead Arrangers (MLAs). Other 
possible indicators are total bond amounts + total amounts raised, deal value, deal reve-
nue. You can distinguish between general purpose and dedicated exposures if you wish, 
using the corresponding columns. If you do not wish to distinguish between general 
purpose and dedicated products, please capture the aggregate figures in the column 
marked ‘general purpose'.

The table will automatically display the type of association between the sectors and the 
impact area/topic under review (light blue: positive, dark blue: key positive, light orange: 
negative, dark orange: key negative, blank: no association), and will flag whether the 
sector is prioritised in relevant PRB target-setting guidance.
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Screenshot 8: Specification of sectors without imported data

Note that sector selection needs to be done for each impact area/topic and geography 
combination (e.g. circularity/Italy or climate stability/Belgium) individually.

Q. Why do I need to select sectors?
A. Client sectors and activities are the main drivers of impact in institutional 

banking. Different sectors have different positive and negative impact asso-
ciations, making some parts of the portfolio more critical than others to 
assess and measure.

Q. What sectors should I select?
A. Ideally, cover all sectors in your portfolio that are associated with the select-

ed impact areas/topics, however, if this is not feasible in this round of 
assessment, you can prioritise. As in the identification process, prioritise key 
sectors and sectors which account for larger proportions of your portfolio. 
The ‘Type of impact association’, ‘% of portfolio’ and ‘PRB guidance’ columns 
are there to assist you.

Screenshot 9: Prioritisation of sectors
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B. Assessing your performance 
and setting targets (per impact 
area/topic)

What is this about?
Use the ‘Impact Area’ worksheets to collect data about and to assess your current 
impact practice and performance and to determine targets and action plans accordingly.

There are five ‘Impact Area’ worksheets, enabling you to assess up to five different 
impact areas/topics, based on your selection in the ‘My Parameters’ worksheet. Each 
worksheet is to assess an impact area/topic for just one geography, as determined in 
the ‘My Parameters’ worksheet. The same impact area/topic can therefore be assessed 
on multiple worksheets, but for different geographies.

For each ‘Impact Area’ you are required to:

1. Make alignment choices: define which international, regional or national policy 
frameworks your bank’s portfolio will seek to align with

2. Establish your baseline and targets considering both your current practice and 
impact performance

3. Set up an action plan around the set targets

 ▶ Click here to watch a demo of the ‘Impact Area’ worksheets

 ▶ Click here to watch a demo of the Indicator Library

https://youtu.be/ww1vfZI8Vpc
https://youtu.be/QXLd8gCAFY0
https://youtu.be/QXLd8gCAFY0
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How do I do it?

1. Alignment
In this section you are required to identify relevant international, regional or national 
policy frameworks to align with. You can build upon the context assessment already 
undertaken during identification phase of the analysis.

If you have used the Context Module and transferred your data into the ‘Data IN-Con-
text’ worksheet, the relevant needs data and priorities will be automatically displayed in 
sections ‘a’. If your analysis in the Context Module included analysis at the local level, the 
local level results will also display in this section.

Screenshot 10: Carry-over of needs and priorities data from the Context Module

If you have carried over data from the Context Module section ‘b’ displays needs and 
priorities vis a vis the impact areas/topics linked to the selected impact area/topic as 
well as ‘red flags’.
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Screenshot 11: Carry-over of interlinked needs and priorities data from the 
Context Module

Q. What are ‘red flags’ and what should I do about them?
A. These are signals that the sectors under analysis are key sectors for human 

rights and to biodiversity and ecosystems and that there are high levels 
of impact needs in relation to these impact areas/topics in the geography 
under analysis. This is to help ensure that these impact areas/topics are 
not overlooked (when they have not initially been identified as ‘most signif-
icant impact areas’); the bank may wish to do a performance assessment 
for these too.

Q. What about interlinkages?
A. The worksheet signals when there are high levels of impact needs in relation 

to interlinked impact areas (i.e. the impact areas/topics that can be affect-
ed when taking action on the impact area that is in focus) in the geography 
under analysis. This is to help ensure that these are not overlooked; if there 
are high levels of need relative to the interlinked areas, the bank may wish to 
do a performance assessment for these, especially those that are negative-
ly interlinked.

If you haven’t imported data from the Context Module this section is not relevant to you, 
however you are encouraged to review the needs and priorities of the geography under 
assessment before making your alignment choices (next section).

Use section ‘c’ to determine your alignment choices based on previously identified needs 
and priorities as well as any additional research if/as needed. Please define which inter-
national, regional or national policy frameworks your bank will seek to align its portfolio 
with, making sure to consider the main challenges and needs in the geography under 
consideration. Include the indicators and, if applicable, the metrics you will be referring to.

For more guidance on making alignment choices for specific impact areas/topics, 
please refer to the PRB Target-setting Guides.

https://www.unepfi.org/banking/resources-for-implementation/target-setting/
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Screenshot 12: Alignment choices

2. Baselines and targets (practice and impact)
This section is to select relevant indicators and assess your current practice and impact 
performance and to gather the corresponding data to determine your baseline and 
targets.

The section is divided into three parts:

 ◾ Overview: this is to remind yourself of the sectors under review, their respective 
volumes within the portfolio and their associated impacts

 ◾ Practice: this is to measure and assess your current practice in terms of portfolio 
composition/financial flows, client engagement, internal policies and processes and 
advocacy and partnerships

 ◾ Impact: this is to measure and assess your current impacts

a. Overview
This is a table summarising the sectors under review and their respective volumes within 
the portfolio (as selected/indicated in the ‘My Parameters’ worksheet). The table also 
shows type of impact association for the different sectors (positive /negative, regular/
key), and whether the sectors are singled out in either the different PRB thematic guid-
ances on target-setting or the EU Taxonomy.

Finally, the table also flags whether the sectors are typically associated with human 
rights violations and/or threats to biodiversity and ecosystem. If the impact area/topic 
under analysis is circularity, waste or resource efficiency, then the table also enables 
you to capture the type of circularity business model of the sectors under analysis (if 
applicable.

You can refer back to this table as you progress through the assessment and measure-
ment of your current practice and impact performance in the ensuing sections.
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Screenshot 13: Overview

b. Practice
This section is to assess your current practice and to set practice targets as appropriate. 
It considers the four categories of actions a bank can undertake to manage its impacts:

 ◾ adjustment of portfolio composition & financial flows;
 ◾ client engagement;
 ◾ adjustment of internal policies and processes;
 ◾ advocacy & partnerships.

i. Portfolio composition & financial flows
Use the main table in this section to capture your current (i.e. baseline) and your target 
portfolio composition for the different sectors. Increasing your exposure to sectors 
with positive impacts, especially ‘key positive sectors’, and decreasing your exposure 
to sectors with negative impacts, especially ‘key negative sectors’, can help improve 
your bank’s alignment with the relevant frameworks and instruments (as identified in 
Section 1 of the worksheet). It should be noted however that adjustments to portfolio 
composition alone cannot achieve alignment; other actions will also be required (see the 
following sections)

By default the table shows your selected sectors and their respective sizes in your port-
folio, as well as the split between general purpose and dedicated instruments, as per the 
data captured in the ‘My Parameters’ worksheet. 

Data for an additional indicator (e.g. amounts) can be added; in this case please first spec-
ify what the additional indicator is. It is also possible to add five further sectors (i.e. not 
previously included in the ‘My Parameters’ worksheet)—see the very bottom of the table.
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Screenshot 14: Portfolio composition & financial flows

Two smaller tables underneath the main table enable you to visualize ‘red flags’ and 
interlinked impact areas.

The ‘red flags’ table indicates whether the sectors are typically associated with human 
rights violations and/or threats to biodiversity and ecosystem. The risk of negative 
impacts to these areas/topics increases if sectors driving these impact associations 
increase as a proportion of the portfolio. Conversely the risk decreases if the proportion 
of the portfolio goes down.

The interlinkages table shows the positive and/or negative impacts that may arise as 
a consequence of taking action on the selected impact area/topic. It enables you to 
capture any strategies and processes the bank might have in place to either:

 ◾ grow the proportion of its portfolio in additional or alternative sectors that might help 
compensate for any positive impacts ‘lost’ as a result of the portfolio adjustments 
undertaken to address the ‘main’ impact area/topic;

 ◾ address any negative impacts created as a result of the portfolio adjustments under-
taken to address the ‘main’ impact area/topic.

Screenshot 15: Addressing ‘red flags’ and interlinkages via portfolio composition & 
financial flows
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ii. Client engagement
Use the main table to capture your current (i.e. baseline) client engagement practices 
and to set engagement targets if/as relevant. The table is structured around sectors on 
the one hand, and client engagement practices on the other: data collection (identifying 
relevant clients); awareness-raising; advisory services & tailored products.

Client engagement is key to driving your bank’s alignment with global frameworks and 
instruments, as only a minority of sectors are ‘per se positive’ or ‘per se negative’, which 
means they cannot be dealt with by inclusion or exclusion policies (see previous section 
on portfolio composition / financial flows). Most sectors present a mix of positive and 
negative impacts, which means aspects of their business models (e.g. production 
processes) need to be adjusted.

To this end, the bank first needs to identify specifically which clients to engage, based on 
those with the biggest impacts and level of systemic importance, but also based on the 
bank’s level of exposure and leverage. Following this, the bank can undertake a range 
of things, from awareness-raising to specific advisory services and tailoring financial 
products to accompany their clients’ transitions.

By default, the table shows the sectors validated in the ‘My parameters’ worksheet. You 
can chose appropriate indicators for one or more of the client engagement practices; 
please reference the Indicator Library for examples from existing frameworks and stan-
dards).

Screenshot 16: Client engagement

Underneath the main table, the two smaller tables enable you to capture any current or 
planned client engagement practices that would address:

 ◾ any ‘red flags’ relative to human rights and/or biodiversity and ecosystems;
 ◾ any (positive and/or negative) interlinkages.
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Screenshot 17: Addressing ‘red flags’ and interlinkages via client engagement

iii. Internal policies & processes
Use the main table in this section to capture information about the current (i.e. baseline) 
level of integration of the impact area under analysis in the bank’s internal policies and 
processes, and to set related targets if/as relevant. The table is structured around three 
categories of internal policies and processes: sector or thematic policies and processes; 
core policies and processes (e.g. due diligence, KYC, credit, risk, etc.); governance poli-
cies and processes.

Integration of the bank’s most significant impact areas in its internal policies and 
processes is key to driving your bank’s alignment with global frameworks and instru-
ments, as this is what will systematise and operationalise your impact management. 

This may vary from setting up exclusion lists for activities with irreversible damage to 
natural ecosystems, to drawing up questionnaires to collect information on industrial 
clients’ circularity credentials, to adjusting risk criteria to the specificities of SMEs and 
creating embedding impact considerations in credit policies and terms.

You can choose appropriate indicators for one or more categories of internal policies 
and processes; please reference the Indicator Library for examples from existing frame-
works and standards).

Screenshot 18: Internal policies and processes

Underneath the main table, the two smaller tables enable you to:

 ◾ capture any current or planned internal policies and practices that would address ‘red 
flags’ relative to human rights and/or biodiversity and ecosystems;
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 ◾ capture any current or planned internal polices and practices that would address 
negative impacts and/or leverage positive impacts arising from bank’s efforts to 
address the main impact area/topic.

Screenshot 19: Addressing ‘red flags’ and interlinkages via internal policies 
and processes

iv. Advocacy & partnerships
Use the main table in this section to capture information about the current (i.e. baseline) 
advocacy practices in relation to the impact area/topic under consideration, and to set 
related targets if/as relevant. The table is structured around two categories of advocacy 
& partnership practices: proactive advocacy and partnership efforts, and avoiding advo-
cacy and partnership efforts running counter to sustainability impacts.

While advocacy and partnerships aren’t the biggest levers at banks’ disposal to manage 
their impacts, they can serve to complement the other categories of actions (see above). 
Proactive advocacy efforts, for instance, can contribute to creating an enabling environ-
ment for itself and its clients.

You can chose appropriate indicators for one or more categories of advocacy and part-
nership actions; please reference the Indicator Library for examples from existing frame-
works and standards).

Screenshot 20: Advocacy & partnerships
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Q. Do I need to assess everything (i.e. all the categories of practice and 
types of actions)? 

A. For a comprehensive understanding of your current practice it is recom-
mended you consider the status of your portfolio composition/financial 
flows, client engagement and internal policies and processes. This will also 
help you to set up your action plan, as this is largely dependent on your 
practice targets. You can start with a small number of indicators and gradu-
ally become more nuanced.

Q. Do I need to set targets for everything?
A. No, Set targets in the action categories that are best suited to to meeting your 

impact objectives, as defined by the frameworks and instruments you have 
identified for alignment and that enable you to build up a robust action plan.

Note for PRB signatories: PRB signatories are required to set impact 
targets. Practice targets can be set as a starting point, however these are 
expected to be on either portfolio composition /financial flows or client 
engagement.

Q. What indicators should I chose? How can I use the Indicator Library?
A. Chose the indicators best suited to meeting your impact objectives, as 

defined by the frameworks and instruments you have identified for alignment. 

For certain impact areas/topics PRB signatories are recommended a number 
of specific indicators; these, along with indicators developed by a number of 
sustainability frameworks are captured in the Impact Library.

The Indicator Library includes a new, easy-to-use search mechanism, which 
enables you to extract the data that is relevant to your specific portfolio 
composition. Further guidance can be found directly in the Indicator Library.

c. Impact
This section is to measure and assess your current impacts. 

Use this section to capture your baseline and targets using impact indicators. You can 
do this either sector by sector (the tables show the sectors that have been validated in 
the ‘My parameters’ worksheet), or collectively across all the sectors in your selection. 
In either case you should clarify the % of the sector/s for which performance has been 
measured, and (if applicable), the extent of the value chain covered (e.g. scope 1/2/3).

You can choose up to two indicators per sector (or across all sectors, if you use the line 
marked ‘cross-cutting’). Relevant indicators can be sourced from the ‘Indicator Library’. 
Note for PRB signatories: for climate change mitigation and for financial health and 
inclusion, signatories are recommended to use a specific set of indicators—these are 
included in the Indicator Library for ease of reference.

As regards the bank’s targets, you are requested to provide both a long-term target and 
an intermediate target, as well as to specify the scenarios you have used.
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Screenshot 21: Impact

Q. How do I actually measure my impacts?
A. Impact measurement works differently for every impact area/topic. The 

Assessment Module does not perform any impact measurement calcula-
tions; it is made only to collate the results of calculations made by applying 
(topic-specific) impact measurement methodologies and to thereby enable 
users to perform a contextualised assessment of results and to set targets 
and action plans accordingly. For further guidance on impact measurement 
per topic, please refer to the PRB guidances on target-setting.6 Also, you 
can find references to available measurement methodologies in the Impact 
Library.

Q. What if I don’t have impact data or the means to make a proxy calculation 
right now?

A. You may still have a general sense of your baseline based on your overall 
knowledge of your clients and/or available ratings/benchmarks (in the case 
of large, listed companies). However you will not be able to set an impact 
target. Even so, this does not stop you from establishing an impact objec-
tive; i.e. expressing your impact ambitions at a higher level, based on the 
frameworks and agreements you have chosen to align with and the indica-
tors embedded in those.

6 PRB Target-setting Guidance

https://www.unepfi.org/banking/resources-for-implementation/target-setting/
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3. Action plan
Use this section to flesh out your action plan. 

The first set of tables gather all the targets (practice and/or impact) defined in the previ-
ous section; this is where you can capture implementation information. The ‘practice’ 
table constitutes the backbone of the action plan. This is where you can capture specific 
operationalisation aspects, such as human resource needs, reporting lines and data 
analytics / systems.

Screenshot 22: Core action plan

The second set of tables gather all the information provided in the sections above on 
your approach to managing red flags and interlinkages. Together the two sets of tables, 
once completed, form your action plan.

Screenshot 23: ‘Red flags’ and interlinkages components of the action plan
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C. Impact management 
dashboard

What is this about?
If you have inputted data for more than one impact area/topic, this worksheet provides 
an overview of your results which you can use to communicate internally and/or exter-
nally about your impact management.

 ▶ Click here to watch a demo of the ‘Dashboard’ worksheets

https://youtu.be/ibuOxdDzW9E
https://youtu.be/ibuOxdDzW9E
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How do I do it?
Use the two sections of the Dashboard to communicate your process and results. These are:

 ◾ An overview summarising the scope of your assessment
 ◾ A collection of Impact Pathways per impact area/topic and geography

1. Overview
This section provides a high-level overview of the status of your impact assessment. It 
shows all the impact areas/topics and geographies assessed in the workbook, along 
with basic information on the scope and coverage of your assessment and target setting.

Screenshot 24: Overview of impact assessment status and scope
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2. Impact pathway per impact area/topic and geography
This section carries carries forward the impact needs, alignment choices and the action 
plans that have been determined in the previous worksheets for each impact area/topic 
and geography assessed.

If you want to see the details again, you can click on the jumplinks inside the tables, 
which will direct you to the relevant sections of the impact area worksheets.

Screenshot 25: Impact pathways per impact area/topic and geography



United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI) 
is a partnership between UNEP and the global financial sector 
to mobilise private sector finance for sustainable development. 
UNEP FI works with more than 450 members—banks, insurers, and 
investors—and over 100 supporting institutions—to help create 
a financial sector that serves people and planet while delivering 
positive impacts. We aim to inspire, inform and enable financial 
institutions to improve people’s quality of life without compromising 
that of future generations. By leveraging the UN’s role, UNEP FI 
accelerates sustainable finance. 

unepfi.org

unepfi.org

info@unepfi.org

/UNEPFinanceInitiative

@UNEP_FI

UN Environment Programme Finance Initiative

http://www.unepfi.org
http://www.unepfi.org
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http://www.facebook.com/UNEPFinanceInitiative
http://www.twitter.com/UNEP_FI
https://www.linkedin.com/company/united-nations-environment-programme-finance-initiative/
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